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MODERN GREEN HOMES

AUSTRALIA’S MAGAZINE
FOR RENOVATORS &
BUILDERS OF STYLISH
GREEN HOMES
It’s often said that building and
renovation is a national sport in
Australia, and for good reason.
At any one time there are thousands
of Australians engaged in residential
building projects, and an increasing
number are searching for sustainable
building materials and smart ways to
reduce energy and water use.
Sanctuary: modern green homes
combines sustainable building and
energy product advice with real-life
design stories, demonstrating how
consumers can improve the comfort and
environmental performance of their own
homes.
Readers of Sanctuary are discerning and
well informed; they value independent
advice, innovative products and
respected brands. As Australia’s only
green homes magazine published by a
not-for-profit organisation, Sanctuary
is independent and respected for its
editorial integrity and authority.
Align your brand with Sanctuary and
reach designers, product specifiers and
homeowners who are committed to
creating sustainable homes that are
fit for the future.
Kulja Coulston, Managing Editor
Sanctuary is the only green homes magazine backed by a trusted not-forprofit environmental consumer organisation. The Alternative Technology
Association (ATA) is associated with integrity and expertise, and backed
by 37 years’ experience promoting sustainable living and design.
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“

Sanctuary is my favourite magazine and
the only one I read from cover to cover,
including the ads.” — DEANNA, SANCTUARY SUBSCRIBER
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A TRUSTED BRAND
THAT KEEPS GROWING

PRODUCTS: FOCUS ON FURNISHINGS

RENOVATION SPECIAL NET-ZERO ENERGY USE

Going up
in the world
Careful attention to retrofitting the original house has
resulted in a net-zero renovation and addition for this
Melbourne family. A creative approach to the new roofline
also allowed the inclusion of a second storey without
overshadowing the neighbours.

PRODUCTS: FOCUS ON FURNISHINGS

05
UPCYCLED VENETIAN PENDANT LIGHT
Home renovation generates waste, particularly from the fittings and fixtures that are
ripped out, but anything can be upcycled where a bit of creativity and design flair exists.
These pendant light fittings made from wooden venetian blinds are one such example.
When Scottish designer Adrian Lawson moved to Australia he noticed that quality timber
blinds were being sent to the tip, so set about giving them a new lease of life as designer
light fittings. Recycling is intrinsic to Lawson, having grown up on a small island off the

08
CUSTOM JOINERY
Many homes today are overrun by engineered wood, with kitchen cupboards, shelves,
wardrobes and bathroom cabinets often made from MDF and particleboard. While these
boards might sometimes be made from recycled wood product, any MDF furniture will end
up at the tip as MDF can’t be recycled, and chemical nasties such as formaldehyde are often
used in their manufacture. Many cabinet makers are switched on to more environmentally
sustainable materials like bamboo (which is very quick to renew), plywood and salvaged

coast of Scotland where residents had to improvise with what was on hand. Hopefully his
resourcefulness inspires others to find new uses for old curtains, cabinets, doormats and
such. The Azebo 390 pendant, pictured, comes in either cedar or basswood, is finished in a
water-based varnish and comes flat-packed for easy assembly. A 390mm long Azebo fitting
costs $326, or $462 for the 690mm fitting, with many more styles available on the website.
www.adrianlawson.com.au

timber. One such manufacturer is Raw Edge Furniture in Perth, which built this plywood
home office designed by architects Patrick Kosky and Yun Nie Chong. As well as plywood,
much of their custom made shelving, cabinets and kitchen and bathroom joinery is
made from recycled timbers. Contact a local cabinet maker to see if they love plywood/
bamboo/recycled timbers as much as you do, and check that any plywood is certified to be
formaldehyde-free. Price depends on project.
www.rawedgefurniture.com.au

WORDS Anna Cumming
PHOTOGRAPHY Simon Black

KEY FEATURES
– 7.9 Star energy rating achieved for the
whole house
– No longer a ‘slave to bills’: all-solarelectric house, gas connection removed
as part of renovation
– Phase change materials used to improve
thermal performance
– Distinctive design to allow for
neighbours’ solar access.

v
The renovation has added a storey, with
two bedrooms and a bathroom tucked
under a roofline designed to maximise
internal space without impeding the solar
access to their neighbours’ courtyards.

IT’S A FREEZING, BLOWY LATE WINTER
afternoon with the promise of hail when I
arrive, damp and shivering, on Jasmine’s
front doorstep in Coburg, but all thoughts
of the weather outside quickly fall away
when she ushers me into the warm,
draught-free home she shares with her
partner James and young daughter. We sit

After collecting ideas – and using
Sanctuary as a resource – and one misfire
with a designer they felt didn’t listen to
their requirements, they found the team
at Positive Footprints, who designed the
renovation and managed the build for
them. They asked for a more family-friendly
home: a new kitchen and dining space, two

around the dining table in the new living
space at the back of the house, with its tiled
concrete slab floor and folding doubleglazed doors that open to the small back
garden.
The front of the house is still
recognisably the single-fronted Edwardian
weatherboard cottage Jasmine and James
bought in 2010. “It was terribly cold in
winter and very, very hot in summer; it had
big gaps in the floorboards and the kitchen
and bathroom were just tacked on the
back,” says Jasmine. “We loved it though.
It was quaint.” They had always planned to

more bedrooms (for a total of four; one is
used as a study) and a second bathroom.
The brief also requested a thoughtful
design with no wasted space, and the use of
materials with a low environmental impact.
“We wanted to be sensitive not only to
the environment generally, but to our
environment,” explains Jasmine. “So we
asked for natural, zero-VOC materials as far
as possible.” (The family also has a policy
of avoiding bringing plastic items into their
house as far as they can.)
The team at Positive Footprints came
up with a design that retained the front

renovate, but weren’t sure what that would
look like. “We like smart spaces – we’re
not interested in a big house. We wanted
something that was easy to heat and cool,
and to clean. We didn’t want to be slaves to
energy bills.”

three rooms of the original house. The leantos were demolished and replaced with a
passive solar designed two-storey extension
with an Envirocrete slab floor, reverse
recycled-brick veneer east wall, insulated
timber frame walls and Colorbond roof.

19
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HOUSE PROFILE

MELBOURNE METRO

09
ONE-PIECE CHAIR
Since its first release in 2007 the Nobody chair by Komplot has become a bit of a
design classic, with its iconic shape a result of being made in one single process.
The chair is made from PET felt made from plastic bottles, and the production
process requires no glues or resins nor screws or reinforcements, again due to
the single process thermo-pressed manufacture of the chair. It’s easy to clean,
is light and stackable, and can be recycled at the end of its useful life, although

to Indigenous Australians, they also have an environmental management
system in place to ensure the quality and sustainability of their products.
Their Arnhem Lounge Range uses waste timbers from mine-site clearing to
produce custom-made soft seating in collaboration with remote Northern
Territory Indigenous landowners and an Indigenous mill. The timber is
graded and cut to basic furniture components, then shipped to Sydney for
finishing and manufacture by trainees on apprenticeships. The Arnhem
chair starts at $800 depending on fabric choices.
www.winya.com.au

the standard PET recycling in Australia does not handle anything that isn’t a
container. Regardless, we’d do well to buy more furniture and products made
from recycled PET to keep plastic bottles out of landfill and the oceans. The
only downside is that it ships from the Netherlands, home to great furniture
design of course, but with many carbon miles associated with its transportation.
The chair can be purchased via Cult Design in Australia. Price $1035, or from
$299 for the Little Nobody kids chair. Allow 12 to 14 weeks for delivery.
www.cultdesign.com.au

10
ORGANIC BED LINEN
We spend around a third of our time in bed so our linen should support a healthy night’s
sleep. While bamboo stands out because it is so fast to regenerate and uses less water
than cotton in its production, it still undergoes a process to turn into fabric. That’s why
it’s important to look for organic bamboo lyocell fabric for bedding rather than bamboo
rayon, the difference being that lyocell is made mechanically while bamboo rayon is
made chemically. Ettitude’s latest range of bamboo lyocell sheets is infused with bamboo

07
HANDWOVEN RUGS
There are rugs, and then there are rugs. Most rugs are machine-made so buying a
handwoven rug is a real treat that hopefully pays its artisan producer well for their
work. Australian company Armadillo & Co works with a team of dyers and weavers in
India to produce rugs under Fair Trade practices that ensure good pay and employment
opportunities for workers, with some of the proceeds used to fund schools near the artisans’
homes. Fibres are either natural or recycled and include wool, hemp and recycled PET made

charcoal, which is said to help absorb sweat, odour and bacteria due to its porous nature;
the argument goes that the sheets stay fresher longer, need less washing and therefore less
water and energy to look after them. Whether this eventuates or not is up to the owner and
their laundry habits, but Ettitude’s linen collection is a sustainable and healthy option
no less given that bamboo is gentler on allergy sufferers and able to wick away moisture.
Ettitude are also big on efficient production methods, using a closed loop system in
manufacturing that recycles and reuses water up to 200 times. The linen sets come in a
range of colours and prices including $260 for a queen sheet set.
www.ettitude.com.au

from plastic bottles, which is used to make their outdoor rugs. It’s a long process to create
one rug with the yarn hand-dyed and sun-dried, woven on a loom for many days where the
weaving team take it in turns, then washed and finished. The result is a rug imbued with
character and quality. Always check that your textile purchases are made under Fair Trade
practices to ensure no child labour was used and artisans received fair payment. Prices vary,
with the custom-made Origami rug, pictured, costing $306 per square metre.
www.armadillo-co.com
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Upcycled warehouse

06
INDIGENOUS ENTERPRISE FURNITURE
There’s more to furnish than just our homes. There are our workplaces,
community spaces and public offices just to name a few. It’s easy to turn to
a large furniture retailer to fill the void, but there’s one alternative called
Winya, an Indigenous social enterprise that supplies office furniture
to a clientele of government agencies and healthcare providers. While
Winya’s main aim is to provide employment and training opportunities

MELBOURNE METRO

HOUSE PROFILE
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—Specifications

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

CURVY HOUSE FLOOR PLAN

Credits

Sustainable Features

DESIGNER
Zen Architects

HOT WATER
– Apricus gas-boosted solar hot
water unit with evacuated tube
collector.

14

12

Curvy House
13

BUILDER
Truewood Constructions

16

PROJECT TYPE
Renovation

5
16

1

1

15

SIZE
House 240 m²
Land 310 m²
BUILDING ENERGY RATING
6.1 Star (whole house)

GROUND FLOOR PLAN
7

j
The open plan extends to the main bathroom,
which is accessed via a robe. The recycled cork and
rubber flooring was chosen for its durability and
ease of cleaning.

6

you’re constantly aware that you’re living in
it.”

17

18

4

Kim, pointing to the thermal mass (the
concrete floor, bearing the bolt holes and
scuffs from its long industrial life). “But
it’s extraordinary the way the temperature
is moderated in the home – it has never
reached above 26 degrees Celsius.”
And alongside this new-found comfort
is the design response that capitalises
on and extends the building’s existing
qualities. “We wanted to keep the general
feel of the building, that light, sense of
space, and those beautiful borrowed views,”
explains Guy. “We just love the space: the
inside-outside, and the maintenance of the
integrity of the building. The old building –

11

3

could be anything but. “I remember Ric
showing me predictions of the way the light
was going to come in and heat this floor,
and I thought: Pull the other one!” laughs

2

2

9
8

1
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LEGEND
1

3
4
5
6
7

Bedroom
Living
Kitchen
Dining
Bathroom
Laundry
Toilet

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Study
Entry
Robe
Courtyard
Wintergarden
Roof deck
Storage

WATER SAVING
– 10,000L rainwater storage
pumped to garden, toilets and
laundry.

15 Roof and services
16 Void
17 Garden shed and
bin store
18 Inside-outside deck
(shaded)

The character of the original
factory was honoured
wherever possible, such as
retaining the glazing in the
sawtooth roof to bring light
to the ‘wintergarden’, which
sits atop the laundry and
provides city views.

cycle air conditioning in
bedrooms.

brick walls; R3.0 foam board
insulation to internal side to
double brick walls; R6.0 bulk
insulation to roof; R2.5 to
floors.
WINDOWS & GLAZING
– Skyrange steel windows with
double glazing
– Custom Australian hardwood
timber windows with double
glazing.

facing glazing to the living areas
– The 150m² external courtyard/
garden/deck provides a
generous amount of light and
heat in winter in an otherwise
poorly oriented building; cross
ventilation achieved through

– Demolished roofing re-used
as cladding; fire sprinkler
pipework for WIR rails
– Benches used for new joinery;
walls patched only, not
repainted
New material

PAINTS, FINISHES & FLOOR
COVERINGS
– Low-VOC Dulux paints to new
surfaces
– Grimes and Sons timber
finish to new plywood
– Cutek oil finish to decking

pour in from over the front half of the house
and providing pleasing sky and cloudscape
views. The light-coloured ceiling and the
clients’ specification of slender black steel
window frames enhance the sense that
the roof is detached and floating, and the
convex curve also serves to bounce daylight

new automated high-level
louvres
– Exposed concrete slab for
thermal mass
– Shading to west-facing windows
via motorised venetian blinds
and retained section of existing
roof to the north-facing

– Recycled timber for ground
floor deck and island bench
– FSC plywood for interior
and exterior lining; FSC ply
substrate to wet area cabinetry
– Australian hardwood for first
floor decks
– Insulation: ‘Ecofoam’ spray

– Comcork recycled cork/
rubber flooring to first floor
areas and bathroom.
– Majority of existing surfaces
left as is.
OTHER ESD FEATURES
– Productive garden in

down into the room.
Ben says that the basic design for Curvy
House’s extension was decided early. “There
were a lot of constraints, which limits the
possibilities. We opted to build the room
to the full width of the narrow block, and
made it as long as it needed to be but no
more, in order to keep the backyard as big as

moveable pots/planters
to allow for the change in
seasons and produce
– The ethos behind the
conversion of this 1960s
warehouse was to retain and

possible. Then the only question was how to
bring light in.”
The solution – the curved roof
sheltering clerestory windows – appealed to
James and Joanna from the start. “We could
have made it a simple angled roof instead,

reuse as much of the existing
building as possible while
still transforming it into
a comfortable and energy
efficient family home
– The existing warehouse floor
slab was also kept, partially
due to restricted site access,
but also for its inherent
embodied energy.

and it would have been cheaper to build,”
says Ben, “but it wouldn’t have been as
poetic, uplifting. Architecture really can be
about more than just pragmatics.”
Ben explains how the site’s

foam into existing cavity

LIGHTING
– Light Project LED lighting
– Mark Douglass Design locally
designed, hand-blown glass
pendants with LED bulbs.

9

8

1

1

bedrooms eliminates the need to spend
space on a full ensuite,” Ben explains.
Beyond the bathroom, the lean-tos
were removed and the hallway now leads
into a light, bright extension featuring
a new kitchen, dining and living space,
with a study nook to the side and floorto-ceiling glazing looking onto the small
back courtyard. A dramatically curved roof
seems to float above the space, as there is
glazing all around, allowing north light to

PASSIVE DESIGN / HEATING &
COOLING
– Passive solar design with
insertion of north-facing
courtyard to allow for north-

41

40

In Northcote, the original home’s three
front rooms were retained as bedrooms and
a study/spare room. The fourth room, which
had been the lounge, was converted into
a generous bathroom with laundry, plus a
separate toilet. “Putting the bathroom in
the middle of the house where it’s easily
accessible from both living area and

BUILDING MATERIALS
Re-used material
– Concrete floor, steel trusses,
roof and walls
– Selective retention of existing
windows; internal and external
doors and lighting (where
energy efficient)

courtyard windows.

5

l

2

RENEWABLE ENERGY
– 5kW grid-connected solar
photovoltaic system.

5

PROJECT LOCATION
Richmond, Victoria
13

ACTIVE HEATING & COOLING
– High-efficiency hydronic panel
heating
– High-efficiency Nectre wood
fire
– Vento Fino ceiling fans to all
living and bedrooms
– Daikin high-efficiency reverse-

7

6
5

3

4

2

9

10

jk
characteristics also determined the choice
of floor structure and heating method. “The
block slopes down to the rear, meaning the
extension’s floor level is quite high above
the ground, so a traditional timber floor
on stumps was the simplest and most cost
effective option. In addition, the extension’s
orientation means the floor wouldn’t
receive much passive solar gain, which
a concrete slab floor needs to function
effectively as thermal mass.” The flooring
decision led to the choice of hydronic
heating via wall panels.

a

At Curvy House they were very keen on the
aesthetics of steel frames for their
windows. Ben admits that he was cautious
about using them because of a lack of
information about their U values, meaning
an assessment of their thermal
performance was difficult. “In the end we
took the view that as they are very slender
and have so little surface area exposed to
the outside, the thermal bridging would be
minimal,” he says. The windows themselves
are all double-glazed.

LEGEND

l

1

The existing lounge
was converted into a
generous bathroom
and laundry, and the
render on the original
brick wall was stripped
back to make a
feature of the
brickwork.

10

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Bedroom
Living
Kitchen
Dining
Bathroom/laundry
Toilet
Bedroom/study
Entry
Deck
Backyard

60

61

KEY NUMBERS ABOUT SANCTUARY…

• 13,500 copies, shared with an average of
2.8 people each, for a total readership of
38,000 readers per quarterly issue
• 5 in 6 subscribers say they ‘always’ or ‘often’
read the advertisements in Sanctuary

• 2 in 3 subscribers have visited an advertiser’s
website after reading their Sanctuary advertisement

• 1 in 2 subscribers report an income of more than
$100,000 annually

• 1 in 3 subscribers are currently building or
renovating, or plan to do so within 12-18 months

• 1 in 5 subscribers have purchased something
after reading about it in a Sanctuary advertisement

• 1 in 6 subscribers are sustainable product
specifiers including architects, building designers,
builders, trades and sustainability consultants

SANCTUARY MEDIA KIT
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“

In TreeHugger’s Best of Green back in 2010 I
called [Sanctuary] “…the best green shelter
magazine available anywhere.” It still is, and
is a beautiful magazine with a mission — to
make sustainability sexy.’”
– LLOYD ALTER, MOTHER NATURE NETWORK

SANCTUARY MEDIA KIT
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MAGAZINE ADVERTISING SIZES
& ARTWORK SPECIFICATIONS
PRINT ADVERTISING SIZE
SPECIFICATIONS (WIDTH X HEIGHT)

Double page spread
Trim size 430 x 275 mm
Type area 410 x 265 mm
Gutter 20mm Bleed 4mm

Half page
Size 185 x 120 mm
No bleed

Full page
Trim size 215 x 275 mm
Type area: 205 x 265 mm
Bleed 4mm

1/3 page in-body
Size 71 x 247 mm
No bleed

FILE FORMATS
We suggest using Adobe InDesign,
Adobe Illustrator or QuarkXpress
software to create artwork, as they
are most likely to result in faithful
reproduction when printed.
Please take care as follows:
• 
T ype and vector art should
use CMYK colours; ensure black
type uses black ink only (not a
composite of CMYK); this will
ensure its reproduction is sharp
and readable on paper.
• Images should have resolution
of 300 dpi at 100% image size.
Maintain the colour space
of images throughout your
workflow (i.e. if the original
image uses RGB, keep it in RGB
rather than converting it to
CMYK).
• 
Always save RGB images with
their source space colour
profile (generally ‘sRGB’ or
‘Adobe RGB’) embedded within
the file (in Adobe Photoshop
this is specified by a checkbox
in the ‘Save…’ dialog box).
• Saving TIFF images with
lossless compression (ZIP or
LZW) always maintains fine
detail. Images using JPEG
compression should have
‘maximum’ quality set.

1/3 page
Marketplace
Size 185 x 80 mm
No bleed

1/6 page
Marketplace
Size 90 x 80 mm
No bleed

• 
Export to PDF using the inbuilt
“Press” presets as your final
step before submitting the PDF
file following the “Supply”
instructions below.

SUPPLY
Files under 10MB email to:
adverts@ata.org.au
Files over 10MB via FTP:
Server:
ftp.ata.org.au
Username: files@ata.org.au
Password: files
…or shared with us using any
internet file sharing service.

SANCTUARY MEDIA KIT
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MAGAZINE ADVERTISING:
PRINT & DIGITAL

SANCTUARY PRINT ADVERTISING
Display rates

Casual

2 issues

4 issues

Premium full page (first 20 pages)

$3100

$2750

$2450

Full page

$2800

$2500

$2200

Half page

$1800

$1600

$1400

One third page vertical in-body

$1500

$1350

$1200

One third page in Marketplace

$1150

$1040

$960

One sixth page in Marketplace

$600

$540

$480

Inside front cover spread

$4500

$4050

$3600

Inside back cover

$3500

$3150

$2800

Outside back cover

$4000

$3600

$3200

All rates are exclusive of GST (10%).

INSERTS IN SUBSCRIBER COPIES
Inserts are an alternative to page advertising to reach your target audience. A prototype
of the insert must be approved by the editor before the booking can be confirmed.
Inserts

0-40g

41-50g

51-60g

61-70g

71-80g

Over 80g

Cost per 1000

$450

$550

$650

$750

$850

POA

All rates are exclusive of GST (10%).

BROADEN YOUR REACH
Increase your exposure in the sustainability market by advertising in both Sanctuary and
ReNew. Together these brands reach 135,000 people. By advertising in both magazines
you gain access to two profitable and highly committed markets. Receive an additional
5% discount for every 4-issue booking in both magazines.

ATA BUSINESS MEMBER DISCOUNT
Join the ATA as a business member and receive a 10%
discount off standard advertising rates in both ReNew
and Sanctuary magazines.

EARLY PAYMENT DISCOUNT
Take 5% off when you settle your invoice within
7 days of its billing date.

SANCTUARY MEDIA KIT
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DIGITAL ADVERTISING:
WEBSITE & EMAIL
SANCTUARY WEBSITE RATES

SANCTUARY E-BULLETIN RATES

79% of Sanctuary readers visit the website after reading the magazine.
Take advantage with banner advertising on SanctuaryMagazine.org.au

Reach our 7,800+ opt-in subscribers
through an in-body banner in our
e-bulletin, sent out monthly.

Cross-site top Banner ad
IAB Leaderboard 728 x 90px
$600 per month

Katy Daily
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sanctuary Magazine [sanctuary.magazine=ata.org.au@mail116.us4.mcsv.net] on behalf of Sanctuary Magazine
[sanctuary.magazine@ata.org.au]
Wednesday, 20 February 2013 11:51 AM
Katy Daily
{Disarmed} Inside the new issue – eco developments; Annie Leonard and the story of change

Read on for the latest news from the Sanctuary team.

View this email in your browser

New Sanctuary out now
We’re thrilled that the latest issue of Sanctuary is out. Its pages are just spilling over with
inspired and talented homes, green design advice and products. This issue features
sustainable renovations, a feature on eco developments underway around the country and
the latest in smart tech homes. Community gardens and permablitzes are explored in the
outdoors section and a family extends their Dubbo home responsibly in Design Workshop.
Read on as we share a little of what’s
inside the latest issue on eco
developments. We also wrap up the

Cross-site Rectangle ad
IAB Medium Rectangle
300 x 250px
$400 per month

Speed Date a Sustainable Designer
Melbourne event and share a recent
interview between Annie Leonard (from
The Story of Stuff) and Bernie Hobbs.
Enjoy,
Sarah - Editor

Like Sanctuary
Follow @sanctuarymag
Sanctuary Magazine

In-body rectangle ad
Image 560 x 250 px
Rate $500
1

SANCTUARY SUSTAINABLE DESIGN DIRECTORY

Cross-site bottom Banner ad
IAB Leaderboard 728 x 90px
$350 per month

WEBSITE AND E-BULLETIN SPECIFICATIONS
Format: JPEG or GIF
Colour space: RGB
Maximum file size: 80 KB
Maximum animation duration: 15 seconds
(NOTE: S
 ome email programs do not animate GIF
images, so we recommend your key message
is included in the first frame of an animated
GIF banner.)

SANCTUARY MEDIA KIT

Sanctuary’s sustainable design and living directory
is the go-to place for consumers looking for products
and services to achieve their sustainable home
www.SanctuaryMagazine.org.au

Standalone

With print ad

3-months

6-months

12-months

$75 basic
listing

$125 basic
listing

$225 basic
listing

$175
feature
listing

$300
feature
listing

$500
feature
listing

free basic
listing

free basic
listing

free basic
listing

$100
feature
listing

$200
feature
listing

$400
feature
listing
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MULTIMEDIA &
EVENT SPONSORSHIP
SANCTUARY MULTIMEDIA PACKAGES
Sanctuary advertising packages are designed to be the most cost-effective way for you to reach
Sanctuary’s entire audience with a high impact, high frequency and highly targeted message.
3-months

6-months

12-months

Broad Reach

1/6 page print ad

$1725

$2990

$5232

multi-media package

1 eBulletin ad per

($575/month)

($498/month)

($436/month)

You save $575

You save $1610

You save $3968

$3285

$5940

$11220

($1095/month)

($990/month)

($935/month)

You save $1275

You save $4260

You save $9180

quarter
Cross-site website
rectangle ad
Sustainable Directory
feature listing

Full Impact

Full page premium

multi-media package

print ad
1 eBulletin ad per
quarter

2017

Cross-site rectangle ad
Sustainable Directory
feature listing

SUSTAINABLE HOUSE DAY SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
Sanctuary: modern green homes is the official publication of the
SEPTEMBER 17 – 2017
annual national Sustainable House Commercial
Day, to beSponsorship
held againOpportunities
in
– How to get involved
September 2018.
SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
The following are commercial sponsorship opportunities available for Sustainable House Day. All prices quoted are

exclusiveprogressive
of GST. If the below sponsorship
opportunities
are not totally suitable for your business, Sustainable House
We anticipate over 200 environmentally
houses
and
Day organisers can tailor a sponsorship package to better fit your objectives. Opportunities for small businesses are also
2017
available.
buildings across all States of Australia will be opened by their
Please contact Katy Daily, ATA Marketing Manager on 03 9631 5405 or katy@ata.org.au for more information.
owners to the general public.

More than 29,000 people visited
206 homes across Australia as part
of Sustainable House Day 2017.
For a prosepctus please contact
Katy Daily, ATA Marketing
Manager, on (03) 9631 5405
or katy@ata.org.au

Benefits
Advertising package for Sanctuary/ReNew magazines (print and online,
designed by you)

Gold
$20,000

Silver
$10,000

Bronze
$5,000

$5,000

$2,500

$1,500

Dedicated SHD eDm to SHD eBulletin list

1

Sustainable House Day eDm ads

4

2

1

Sustainable House Day website ad (months)

4

2

1

Mention on SHD social media with link to website

4

2

1

Recognition of support on press releases

Logo placed on SHD postcards

Logo placed on SHD poster

Logo placed in Sanctuary SHD edition (August 2017)

SUSTAINABLE HOUSE DAY SUPPORTER - $3,000
If the above sponsorship packages are not totally suitable for your business, Sustainable House Day organisers can tailor a sponsorship
package to better fit your objectives. Opportunities for small businesses are also available.

SANCTUARY MEDIA KIT

Please contact Katy Daily, ATA Marketing Manager on 03 9631 5405 or katy@ata.org.au for more information.
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FEATURES, DATES & DEADLINES
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
2018 FEATURES & DEADLINES
Issue 42

Issue 43

Issue 44

Issue 45

(Autumn 2018)

(Winter 2018)

(Spring 2018)

(Summer 2018/9)

Prefab + Modular
homes

“Teeny-tiny” +
in‑fill homes

Sustainable
House Day 2018

Affordable and
Sustainable

Phase change
materials

Air quality &
wood-burning

Best open homes
across Australia

Up-specing project
homes

Best design for
stairs

Cross-laminated
timber

Australian design
innovation

Smart Home opensource software

Minimising
construction waste

Energy
renovations

Booking deadline

12 Jan 2018

13 Apr 2018

13 Jul 2018

12 Oct 2018

Material deadline

19 Jan 2018

20 Apr 2018

20 Jul 2018

19 Oct 2018

On sale date

26 Feb 2018

28 May 2018

27 Aug 2018

27 Nov 2018

In this issue

To ensure the integrity and
professionalism of the magazine,
the editor reserves the right to
refuse or withdraw advertising.
To ensure the integrity of layout,
the editor reserves the right
to modify page placement of
advertisements.
All prices exclusive of GST.
We do not handle agency
commissions.
Display ads are booked on
receipt of a signed booking form,
before the booking deadline or
otherwise negotiated.

Material/changes are due by the
stated material deadline.
Payment is due in full on receipt
of the publication, equivalent to
60 day terms.
Cancellation after booking will
be charged in full.
A fee of $50/hour will be
charged for any material
requiring alterations due to
failure to comply with the given
specifications.
Read the full “Terms and
conditions of advertising” at
www.ata.org.au/wp-content/
adverts/terms.pdf

BOOKINGS & ENQUIRIES
Damon Schultz
Advertising Manager
Email: adverts@ata.org.au
Direct: (03) 9631 5412
Reception: (03) 9639 1500

SANCTUARY MEDIA KIT
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